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LRFOC2606 
26 cu. ft. Smart InstaView® Counter-Depth Max French Door Refrigerator

Built-in style, full-size capacity—only 
with LG Counter-Depth Max

Why choose between the built-in style you love and 
the storage space you need? Only LG could innovate a 
way to give you both—with capacity you typically get 
in a standard-depth refrigerator packaged in a sleek, 
counter-depth design* that blends seamlessly with 
surrounding cabinets. Complete the look with modern, 
flat panels and edge-to-edge InstaView® window that 
lets you see inside with two quick knocks. Dual ice 
makers deliver all the cubed and crushed ice you need 
for entertaining or everyday use.

Only LG delivers the capacity of a standard-depth 
refrigerator packaged in a sleek, counter-depth design*—
plus an edge-to-edge InstaView® window that lets you 
see inside with two quick knocks

*Based on marketplace survey May 2022.

Available in: 

PrintProof®

Stainless 
Steel

Edge-to-Edge InstaView® Design

KNOCK TWICE TO 
SEE EVEN MORE 
THAN BEFORE

Versatility

DUAL ICE MAKERS 
ENSURE YOU’LL NEVER 
RUN OUT

26

Cu. Ft.

Industry’s Largest Counter-Depth Capacity

GET STANDARD-DEPTH 
CAPACITY IN A SLEEK, 
COUNTER-DEPTH DESIGN*
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LRFOC2606 
26 cu. ft. Smart InstaView® Counter-Depth Max French Door Refrigerator

Edge-to-Edge InstaView® Design

KNOCK TWICE TO SEE EVEN MORE THAN BEFORE
• InstaView® window is larger with a tinted, frameless edge-to-edge design— 
 so now you can see even more with just two quick knocks on the glass panel

• See your favorites in an instant without ever opening the door, from drinks to 
 frequently used condiments to snacks for the kids

Industry’s Largest Counter-Depth Capacity

GET STANDARD-DEPTH CAPACITY IN A 
SLEEK, COUNTER-DEPTH DESIGN*

• Only LG delivers the ultra-large capacity of a standard-depth fridge packaged in 
 a counter-depth design* for a seamless, built-in look

• Stock up on everything you need and enjoy 25% more space** for your family’s 
 favorite foods and drinks

• Two produce bins, a Glide N’ Serve® drawer and other smart storage options 
 let you organize multiple food types in many ways
 * Based on marketplace survey May 2022. **Based on the internal study utilizing average cans to quantify 
  available storage space, conducted in March 2022, comparing LG models LRFVC2406S and LRFOC2606S.

26

Cu. Ft.

Versatility

DUAL ICE MAKERS ENSURE YOU’LL NEVER RUN OUT
• Located on the door and in the lower freezer compartment, dual ice makers 
 produce and store more ice for parties or filling coolers on hot summer days

• Slim SpacePlus® ice system offers easy access to ice while freeing up shelf space 
 and providing extra door bin storage 

• Still need more ice? Turn on IcePlus™ to increase ice production by automatically 
 lowering freezer temperatures to the coldest setting for 24 hours†

 † Increases daily ice production by up to 9%. Actual results may vary due to setting, water supply and 
  home use conditions.

MAX
Space

DUAL
ICE
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LRFOC2606 
26 cu. ft. Smart InstaView® Counter-Depth Max French Door Refrigerator

Additional Features

Interior Style & Design

UPDATED STYLING FOR A FRESH INTERIOR VIEW
• Interior touch display controls deliver a pristine exterior look while still keeping 
 temperature controls close at hand

• Cool Guard interior wall panel helps maintain your chill while adding a premium, 
 pro-style look to the fridge interior

• See clearly and find food quickly with white LED lighting throughout

Cu. Ft.

Smart Features

TAP INTO SMART FEATURES YOU CAN USE EVERY DAY
• Use the ThinQ® app to set fresh food and freezer temps, turn IcePlus™ on and off 
 or even get door open alerts sent straight to your smartphone 

• ThinQ Care provides monitoring of key functions behind-the-scenes to protect 
 your investment and keep your appliances running smoothly 

• Let your voice be heard—select features work with Alexa and the Google Assistant

Integrated Tall Ice & Water Dispenser

COMBINES SMOOTH OPERATION WITH SLEEK LOOKS
• Extra-tall dispenser fills virtually everything from pitchers to pint glasses with 
 chilled filtered water and filtered cubed or crushed ice with just a light touch

• LG’s PrintProof® finish resists fingerprints and smudges for a distinctive kitchen 
 that handles real-life in style

TOUCH
Controls

Fresh Innovations

KEEPS PRODUCE FRESHER LONGER
• Only LG offers 3 innovative cooling technologies that work together to extend 
 the life of fruits and vegetables and help keep all foods fresh and flavorful

• Linear Cooling™ maintains consistent temperatures within 1°F of the setting

• 3-layer Fresh Air Filter with dedicated fan pushes cleaner, fresher air into the fridge*

• Door Cooling + delivers blasts of cool air that reach all areas of the refrigerator
 * As compared to standard LG refrigerators.


